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Texas cdl handbook section 14 special requirements practice test

Access your Written DMV Test with our guaranteed cheat sheet. Save time pass on your first attempt 97.5% pass fee Take me to the cheat sheet No thanks Texas Commercial Driver's License. You will be required to pass the Special Requirements test to obtain your CLP (Commercial Learner's Permit) or CDL (Commercial Driver's License) in Texas. Other states don't have that requirement, so it's texas-
specific. You will need to pass the Special Requirements exam before you can proceed with other exams in TX DMV. The Special Requirements Test is based on Section 14 of the Texas Commercial Vehicle Manual. This section is full of technical details that you need to remember. Our second 20-question practice test completely covers Section 14 to make sure you're fully prepared. Report a problem If
you only study the official manual, your chances of passing the written knowledge test are only about 49%. The guide they give you in the DMV is not written to promote rapid learning. No matter how smart you are, there's a way to make you feel stupid: there are many things to remember at once. How do you know what it's going to be tested on? Pass with Premium, Guaranteed Questions:30How many
correct answers to pass:24Passing score:80%Display the latest (2021) official tx CDL manual. Explore our free iOS or Android app and practice for your offline driving test or on any move. Show Texas Commercial Driver's License reviews. To obtain your Commercial Apprentice License (CLP) or Commercial Driver's License (CDL) in Texas, you will first need to pass the Special Requirements Test. It is
texas-specific (other states do not have this requirement) and you will need to approve it before you can proceed with further exams in tx DMV. The Special Requirements Test is based on Section 14 of the Texas Commercial Vehicle Manual. This section contains tons of technical details that you will have to remember. Take this 20-question practice test that completely covers Section 14. Report a problem
If you only study the official manual, your chances of passing the written knowledge test are only about 49%. The guide they give you in the DMV is not written to promote rapid learning. No matter how smart you are, there's a way to make you feel stupid: there are many things to remember at once. How do you know what it's going to be tested on? Pass with Premium, Guaranteed Questions:30How many
correct answers to pass:24Passing score:80%Display the latest (2021) official tx CDL manual. Explore our free iOS or Android app and practice for your offline driving test or on any move. Show comments Save time and get a pass guarantee! LIMITED TIME OFFER: Get PREMIUM CDL Now and SAVE Upgrade to premium When any truck, bus, tractor truck, trailer, semitrailer or pole trailer 80 inches or
more wide or 30 feet or more in total length is parked on an adjacent road or shoulder. Adjacent. Chapter 14: The Special Requirements exam is required to obtain your Commercial Apprentice License (CLP) or Commercial Driver's License (CDL) in Texas, and you will need to pass the Special Requirements Test before you can take the General Knowledge test. The Special Requirements test is for any
commercial vehicle class and has a total of 35 multiple choice questions based on the Texas 2021 Commercial Enablement Manual. Right now, we have 35 questions to help you prepare for the special requirements exam. You will need to score at least 80% (28 out of 25) to pass this exam. This test has a lot of technical questions about it, so be sure to read Chapter 14: Special Requirements section of
the Texas 2021 CDL Driver Manual to get an idea of what information they want you to know. Try our tests today, and put yourself in the driver's seat. To obtain your Commercial Apprentice License (CLP) or Commercial Driver's License (CDL) in Texas, you will first need to pass the Special Requirements Test. It is texas-specific (other states do not have this requirement) and you will need to approve it
before you can proceed with further exams in tx DMV. The Special Requirements Test is based on Section 14 of the Texas Commercial Vehicle Manual. This section contains tons of technical details that you will have to remember. You should pass endorsement tests depending on the type of CMV you will be driving. Endorsement tests are described below. General Knowledge Practice Tests - To obtain a
CDL and drive any type of commercial vehicle, you must take and pass the General Knowledge test. You will be tested in general transportation knowledge, driving safely and transporting cargo safely, removed from sections 1, 2 and 3 of your state CDL manual. Again, you must pass the General Knowledge exam to get your CDL. Combined vehicle practice test - To drive a commercial vehicle and pull any
type of trailer, you must pass the CDL exam written by Combination Vehicles. Combined vehicles are usually heavier, longer and require more driving ability than single commercial vehicles. This means that combined vehicle drivers need more knowledge and skill than single vehicle drivers. You should understand the important safety factors that apply specifically to combined vehicles. Air Brake Practice
Test - If you plan to drive any CMV equipped with air brakes, you must pick up and pass the air brake test to remove the restriction of the air brakes from your CDL. The air brake test is different from the endorsement tests because the air brake test acts as a constraint rather than an endorsement. If you do not pass the air brake test, your CDL will have a restriction mark, which means that not allowed to
drive a CMV with air brakes. Double and triple endorsement test - Before you start on any double and triple tests, you need to have your commercial driver's license first. Some states allow you to get both the commercial and the T endorsement at the same time, but most do not. Therefore, it is better to get your commercial license first, and then go to the double/triple trailer endorsement test (or check if
you still need the endorsement). Oil tanker endorsement tests – If you have the desire to transport tankers, you need the tanker's endorsement on your CDL. Like double and triple sponsorships, tanker sponsorships can open up a new world of opportunities for you as a driver. So do yourself a favor and study for the test and do it so that you can get your oil line that you might need to further your career or
even start in what could be an exciting and lucrative new career. Hazardous materials endorsement tests – Commercial drivers need to be qualified to deal with spills and potentially hazardous situations. If you are driving large vehicles that require a CDL license and a Hazmat endorsement there is a good chance that you will be dealing with hazardous materials. Knowing how to deal with these situations
will keep you and the general public safe, as well as knowing how to react accordingly if a dangerous situation presents itself. Passenger endorsement tests – Bus drivers must have a commercial driver's license if they drive to a vehicle designed to accommodate more than 16 or more people, including the driver. Bus drivers must have a passenger endorsement on their commercial driver's license. To get
the endorsement, you must pass a knowledge test in sections 2 and 4 of your cdl manual. (If your bus has air brakes, you should also pass a knowledge test in Section 5.) You must also pass the skills tests required for the vehicle class you drive. School bus endorsement test – This test is for those who operate a school bus (with passengers) when they are at work. This would include public and private
school staff transporting students from home to school, home school, and school-sponsored events. A school bus license is no longer enough. Therefore, endorsement is required for most school bus drivers. It is recommended that those who need the endorsement prepare using our school bus practice tests. Pre-trip practice test - Passing the CDL pre-trip inspection is required before you can get behind
the wheel to demonstrate your driving skills during a CDL exam. You not only need to know which areas and parts to inspect, you need to observe the condition of the item during the CDL pre-trip test. Depending on the state where you are testing CDL, there may be 100 or more inspection items to know by color. First (and above all), hello to everyone who had time to read and/or reply. I found this site an
invaluable asset in my journey to this industry. That is, the High Training Program so thanks for that! For the topic in question, (let this serve as an entry from my own personal experience) in Texas, the requirements for obtaining a Class A apprentice license is to successfully pass two tests, the Combination section and the Special Requirements Section 14 of Texas CDL study book. This section (14) on
Special Requirements is also known as Business Rules or CVO for the DMV. not covered in the High Road Training Program and I really just wanted to inform anyone in Texas that they need to study the book for this section. My experience goes in this direction... Study using the High Road Training Program, get to the DMV (first in line after an hour of waiting from 7:00) access the combo section, and get
half the special requirements before being expelled and asked to come back no sooner than tomorrow to test again. I was upset (to put politely) and felt defeated. My class starts this Monday at ATDS in Elm Mott, Texas, which I'm paying out of my own pocket. I have my DOT physical card and had 1 day to complete this test if I wanted to have my license going to school so I didn't have to have to have
extra time at school to do that. I studied all night, slept around 4:30, woke up at 6:45 and went out the door to be first in line again. I passed the Special Requirements section and the DMV issued my Class A Apprentice License. Again, only one head is up to the driver in Texas who are curious about obtaining a Class A license. In fact, I was told that, I can pay and get what I want, but after I get my CDL, I'll
have to test (and re-pay) for the endorsements I want on my license because they weren't taken after successfully completing a pre-trip and driving exam. So, yes, just one head up! btw this special requirements section 14, is exclusive to Texas from what I have been able to gather, so for anyone who uses the High Road program in Texas, use it as a supplement to the Texas CDL Study Guide,
particularly... section 14! I love the site, and the High Road Program, made learning the material a breeze! A CDL is required to drive any of the following vehicles: Any combination of vehicles with a combined gross weight rating (GCWR) of 26,001 pounds or more, providing the gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of the vehicle to be towed exceeds 10,000 pounds. Any vehicle with a GVWR of 26,001
pounds or more, or any vehicle towing another not exceeding 10,000 pounds. Any vehicle, regardless of size, designed to carry 16 or more people, including the driver. Any vehicle required by federal standards to be plated during the transportation of hazardous materials. A department of the federal executive branch responsible for national highways and rail and air safety. It also manages Amtrak, the
national rail system, and Coastal. Dot state and federal agents are responsible for the application of commercial vehicles. The police trucks you could call them. The primary person with whom a driver communicates in your company. A dispatcher can play play depending on the structure of the company. Dispatchers can assign freight, request time requests from home, transmit messages between the
driver and management, inform customer service of any delays, change query times, and report information to cargo planners. The state agency that handles everything related to your driver's licenses, including testing, issuing, transfers and revocation. Revocation.
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